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1- President El Sisi interview with BBC: 

Ahead of his first official state visit to the United Kingdom, Egyptian 

President Abdel Fattah El Sisi sat down with BBC Chief  

International Correspondent Lyse Doucet to discuss Egypt’s progress  

over the past five years. 

Excerpts from President El Sisi’s interview with Doucet follow below 

and a link to the video is available here. read more… 
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2- President El Sisi Meets the Chairperson, President and Chief Executive Officer of Lockheed Martin: 

On November 12, President Abdel Fattah El Sisi met with Marillyn  

Hewson, the Chairperson, President and Chief Executive Officer  

of Lockheed Martin. During the meeting, President El Sisi commended 

 the longstanding level of cooperation between Egypt and  

Lockheed Martin, including the delivery of F-16 fighter jets and  

equipment to Egypt. President El Sisi further confirmed that he looks  

forward to continued cooperation. read more… 
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3- Minister of finance and Minister of International Cooperation visit to Washington D.C. : 

Minister of finance and Minister of International Cooperation visited  

Washington D.C. during the period from 8th to 10th of November  

2015. Ministers met with United States Secretary of Treasury  

and the top executives of the World Bank and the International  

Monetary Fund. read more… 
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4- Egypt Expats Vote in Parliamentary Elections (Second Phase): 

On Saturday and Sunday, 21-22 November 2015 at the Embassy of 

Egypt in Washington, D.C., hundreds of Egyptian expatriates living  

in the U.S. voted in the second phase of parliamentary elections  The 

Embassy was one of 139 Egyptian embassies and consulates around 

the world hosting Egyptians abroad for the second voting phase,  

during which 37,000 Egyptians abroad cast ballots, marking a 22  

percent increase compared to the first phase. read more… 

____________________________ 

5- Hosting a group of distinguished U.S. officials, as part of their Course in at George Washington University: 

I hosted a group of distinguished U.S. officials, as part of their 

Senior Managers Course in National Security Leadership at George 

Washington University, to talk about the U.S. Egypt relations, and  

Egypt’s role in various issues in the Middle East and Africa. 

 read more…  
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6- My remarks during the reception hosted by the U.S. Chamber of Commerce:  

I delivered the keynote remarks during the reception hosted by the  

U.S. Chamber of Commerce, and U.S.-Egypt business Council, on 

November 10, 2015. I explored the economic reform program of the 

Egyptian government, and the positive achievements in  

the macroeconomic indicators During the last two years. I welcomed 

the willingness of the American business community to be one of  

Egypt’s partners on the path towards achieving economic  

development. He also reaffirmed the commitment of the Egyptian 

 government to provide the proper business environment to their  

investments. read more… 
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7- Meeting with a group of Egyptian young women: 

I met with Grame Bannerman the chairman of “Hands 

along the Nile” with a group of Egyptian young women 

who were participating in the fellowship program hosted 

by the US Department of State in cooperation with 

“Hands along the Nile”. Read more… 
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